3Q.2013 Iran Fixed line, Cable and Broadband Operator Forecast

Description: Global Fixed Line, Cable, and Broadband Operator Forecast covers over 2,000 fixed operators in 210 countries and territories, including operator, carrier, ISP, Multichannel TV (IPTV, CATV, DTT, DTH) and VoIP subscription breakdowns by technology. Technologies covered include: xDSL, Cable modem, Ethernet including UTP / FTP, Fixed Wireless Broadband, FTTx, LTE, Powerline, Satellite, VDSL, and WiMax.

Also provided are details on revenue (service revenue, operating revenue), profitability (EBITDA, EBIT) and performance metrics (ARPU) for a selected group of operators, cable MSOs, and ISPs that report their fixed line financial metrics. Put together, this database has over 2 million data points in it and is one of the most comprehensive databases of its kind in the world.

Historical data from March 2003 onward and Forecast data eight quarters out from the current quarter.

Country and Operator covered in Middle East:

- Bahrain - 2 Connect Bahrain
- Bahrain - ADMC Bahrain
- Bahrain - ART Bahrain
- Bahrain - Batelco Bahrain
- Bahrain - BRTC
- Bahrain - Etisalcom Bahrain
- Bahrain - Kalam Telecom
- Bahrain - Lightspeed Communications
- Bahrain - Mena Telecom
- Bahrain - Nuetel
- Bahrain - Orbit Bahrain
- Bahrain - OSN Bahrain
- Bahrain - Showtime Arabia Bahrain
- Bahrain - Zain Bahrain
- Iran - DATAK
- Iran - Laser
- Iran - Mobinet Iran
- Iran - MTCE
- Iran - MTN Irancell
- Iran - ParsOnline
- Iran - Pishgaman Kavir Yazd
- Iran - Pishgaman Tose Ertebatat
- Iran - Tarasheh Sabz-e-Tehran
- Iran - TCI
- Iraq - ADMC Iraq
- Iraq - Al-Majd Iraq
- Iraq - ART Iraq
- Iraq - Fanoos Telecom
- Iraq - Itisaluna
- Iraq - Kalimat Telecom
- Iraq - Omnnea Wireless Telecom
- Iraq - Orbit Iraq
- Iraq - OSN Iraq
- Iraq - Showtime Arabia Iraq
- Israel - Bezeq
- Israel - HOT Telecom
- Israel - YES
- Jordan - ADMC Jordan
- Jordan - ART Jordan
- Jordan - Cyberia Jordan
- Jordan - Jordan Cable Services
- Jordan - Jordan Telecom
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Jordan - Kulacom Jordan
Jordan - Mada Communications
Jordan - Orbit Jordan
Jordan - OSN Jordan
Jordan - Showtime Arabia Jordan
Jordan - Tarasol Telecom
Jordan - TE Data Jordan
Jordan - The Blue Zone Jordan
Jordan - Umniah
Jordan - Wi-tribe Jordan
Jordan - Zain Jordan
Kuwait - ADMC Kuwait
Kuwait - Art Kuwait
Kuwait - Fasttelco
Kuwait - Gulfnet
Kuwait - KCV
Kuwait - Mada Communications Kuwait
Kuwait - MoC
Kuwait - Orbit Kuwait
Kuwait - OSN Kuwait
Kuwait - Qualitynet
Kuwait - Showtime Arabia Kuwait
Kuwait - Zajil Telecom
Lebanon - Al-Majd Lebanon
Lebanon - ART Lebanon
Lebanon - Cableone
Lebanon - CableVision Lebanon
Lebanon - Cedarcom
Lebanon - Econet
Lebanon - Globalcom Data Services
Lebanon - Ogero Lebanon
Lebanon - Orbit Lebaon
Lebanon - OSN Lebanon
Lebanon - Pesco Telecom
Lebanon - Showtime Arabia Lebanon
Lebanon - Solidere Lebanon
Oman - ADMC Oman
Oman - ART Oman
Oman - Nawras
Oman - Omantel
Oman - Orbit Oman
Oman - OSN Oman
Oman - Showtime Arabia Oman
Palestine - ADMC Palestine
Palestine - ART Palestine
Palestine - Orbit Palestine
Palestine - OSN Palestine
Palestine - Paltel
Palestine - Showtime Arabia Palestine
Qatar - ADMC Qatar
Qatar - Art Qatar
Qatar - Orbit Qatar
Qatar - OSN Qatar
Qatar - Q-TEL
Qatar - Showtime Arabia Qatar
Qatar - Vodafone Qatar
Saudi Arabia - ADMC Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia - Al-Majd Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia - ART Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia - Bayanat
Saudi Arabia - Cyberia
Saudi Arabia - Etihad Atheeb Telecommunication Company
Saudi Arabia - ITC
Saudi Arabia - Orbit Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia - OSN Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia - Saudi Telecom Company (STC)
Saudi Arabia - Showtime Arabia Saudi
Turkey - Digiturk
Turkey - D-Smart
Turkey - Smile Turkey
Turkey - Tellcom
Turkey - Turk Telekom
Turkey - Turksat
UAE - ADMC UAE
UAE - Al-Majd UAE
UAE - ART UAE
UAE - du
UAE - Emirates Telecommunications Corporation (Etisalat)
UAE - Orbit UAE
UAE - OSN UAE
UAE - Showtime Arabia UAE
Yemen - ADMC Yemen
Yemen - ART Yemen
Yemen - Orbit Yemen
Yemen - OSN Yemen
Yemen - PTC Yemen
Yemen - Showtime Arabia Yemen
Yemen - TeleYemen

Contents:

Subscriber Connections And Technology Group
- Broadband
- Fixed Access Lines
- TV
- Voice Subscriptions

Technologies
- Cable Modem Subscriber Connections
- Cable Telephony Subscriber Connections
- Cable TV Subscriber Connections
- DTH connections
- DTT connections
- Ethernet including UTP / FTP subscriber connections
- Fixed Wireless Access Lines
- Fixed Wireless Broadband subscriber connections
- Fixed Wireless Telephony subscriber connections
- FTTx subscriber connections
- IPTV subscriber connections
- LTE subscriber connections
- Powerline subscriber connections
- PSTN subscriber connections
- Satellite subscriber connections
- VoIP subscriber connections
- WiMax subscriber connections
- xDSL subscriber connections

Network Type
- Analogue
- Digital
- Incumbent
- Retail
- LLU
- Resale
- Retail
- Other Network
Subscriber Type
- Business and Residential subscriber connections
- Free subscriber connections
- Pay subscriber connections
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